
ABSTRACT
In 2016, a partnership between the J. Murrey Atkins Library and the College of Computing 
and Informatics at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte launched a gaming lab to 
support the educational needs of Computer Science students in the artificial intelligence, 
robotics, and gaming concentration. A second-floor space, that housed shelving for 
videotapes, was repurposed within the library’s new Area 49 technology hub for the 
exploration of digital games, specifically their roles as cultural and artistic artifacts. The 
purpose of the Gaming Lab is to ensure availability of equipment and required course 
materials for all artificial intelligence,robotics and gaming  students. Furthermore, students 
and other patrons not enrolled in the game design program may also use the lab for personal 
enjoyment of interactive media. The Gaming Lab is part of an effort to build collaborative 
spaces in an academic library where new ideas and technologies are accessible to all.

gaming lab
Area 49 provides multiple methods of gaming. The 
Gaming Lab houses an Alienware Gaming PC, an 
Xbox 360, a Playstation 4 Pro, a laptop gaming 
connection, and an Atari 2600.The Gaming Lab 
availability coincides with the library building hours. 
However, games, controllers, and headsets may only 
be borrowed when the Technology Desk is staffed.
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Curriculum Support
Computer Science students in the Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Gaming 
concentration must play a variety of Digital Games as part of their studies. 

Students develop their reflective writing skills by writing log entries about their game play experiences.

Students apply their knowledge of game design principles by observing and analyzing the design of games they play. 

Students evaluate their game play experiences, which develops critical thinking and writing skills.

Access to a diverse set of gaming technologies and games is crucial for students’ education 
as future game designers and developers. 

Digital Games are cultural and artistic artifacts with relevance to contemporary events, 
social dynamics and knowledge transfer.

In creating the Gaming Lab at the library, we ensure that experts in cataloguing and management of information are in 
charge of providing access a curated repository of carefully selected games that not only support course curriculum but that 
furthers the library’s mission of providing spaces to collaborate and seek knowledge.
 
The Atkins Library Gaming Lab ensures that the necessary technologies and media discussed in the course are available
 to all students.Learn more about AREA49

Statistics are compiled from the reservation system implemented to ensure equipment was available for students 
enrolled ITCS 4230/5230 - Intro to Game Design and Development.

Students counts are from a walk-in log sheet tallied by the Technology Desk worker and from reservation data, 
which includes the expected group size.

Reservations were not needed for after-hours use, so data for patrons using their own games and controllers are not 
captured. 

As of February 2019, usage is measured by equipment checkouts, not reservations or group size.

March and November usage is lower due to Spring Break and the Thanksgiving break.

December 2017, 2018 and May 2018 usage is not shown due to intersession vacation and library construction.
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The above charts show lab usage for surveyed students from the Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 aca-
demic year, who were either enrolled in the Introduction to Game Design course or used the 
Gaming Lab on their own.
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